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WRITE-IN

1  Press the button          to the right of the can-
didate of your choice; a green “X” will appear
next to your selection.

2  To change a selection, press the button    
   again. The green “X” will disappear and you
may make a new selection.

3  If you wish to cast a WRITE-IN vote, go to the
PERSONAL CHOICE column and press the
button         next to WRITE-IN across from the
office you wish to write-in. A blinking green “X”
will  appear. Using the alphabetical keyboard
below, enter the name of the person of your
choice, one letter at a time. To make a space
between first and middle name or initial and last
name use the arrow pointing to the right on the
keyboard. To make a correction, use the arrow
pointing to the left. The name you enter will ap-
pear in the display to the left of the keyboard.
When you have entered the whole name, proof
it, then press the ENTER button on the key-
board. Your choice is recorded and removed
from the display. Do not press the Cast Vote
Button until all other choices are complete.
(Each write-in is a separate entry.) 

      WARNING! An improperly cast write-in
vote will be deemed void. Be sure that your
write-in vote is cast in the PERSONAL
CHOICE column on the same line as the of-
fice for which you are casting the write-in
vote.

4  To vote on the PUBLIC QUESTIONS press
the button          to the right of the word “YES”
or “NO”; a green “X” will appear next to your
selection.

5  After ALL selections have been made, press
the RED CAST VOTE BUTTON located in
the lower right corner. This electronically
records all of your votes.

6  Part the curtains and exit the voting booth.
SHOULD YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS

REGARDING THESE INSTRUCTIONS PLEASE ASK
THE DISTRICT BOARD WORKER

BEFORE ENTERING THE VOTING BOOTH.

GOVERNOR
LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR

foUR YEaR TERm (VoTE foR onE SLaTE) 

MEMBER OF THE

STATE SENATE
(10TH LEGISLaTIVE DISTRICT)

foUR YEaR TERm (VoTE foR onE)

MEMBER OF THE

GENERAL ASSEMBLY
(10TH LEGISLaTIVE DISTRICT)

TWo YEaR TERm (VoTE foR TWo)

SHERIFF
THREE YEaR TERm (VoTE foR onE)

SURROGATE
fIVE YEaR TERm (VoTE foR onE)

MEMBER OF THE

BOARD OF
CHOSEN FREEHOLDERS

THREE YEaR TERm (VoTE foR TWo)

MEMBER OF

COUNCIL (WARD 3)
foUR YEaR TERm (VoTE foR onE)

OFFICE
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                                                                       NOMINATION        NOMINATION        NOMINATION                    
       REPUBLICAN         DEMOCRATIC          BY PETITION         BY PETITION        BY PETITION             PERSONAL
               COLUMN A       COLUMN B        COLUMN  C       COLUMN D       COLUMN  E     CHOICE

     CHRIS CHRISTIE
 KIMBERLY M. GUADAGNO
                             REPUBLICAN
                                                      
                                         
                            
                                              
                                                      

                                    JIM
       HOLZAPFEL
                               REPUBLICAN
                                                      

                                 DAVE
                WOLFE
                               REPUBLICAN
                                                      

                      GREGORY P.
         McGUCKIN
                               REPUBLICAN
                                                      
                                              
                           MICHAEL
 MASTRONARDY
                               REPUBLICAN
                                                      

                       JEFFREY W.
               MORAN
                               REPUBLICAN
                                                      

                  JOHN P. “JACK”
                 KELLY
                               REPUBLICAN
                                                      
                                              
                                    JIM
                LACEY
                               REPUBLICAN
                                                      

                        JEFFREY J.
                  CARR
                              REPUBLICAN
                                                      

    BARBARA BUONO
               MILLY SILVA
                              DEMOCRATIC                                         

                                         
                             
                                               

                                  JOHN
              BENDEL
                                DEMOCRATIC

                               SUSAN
                   KANE
                               DEMOCRATIC

                             AMBER
           GESSLEIN
                               DEMOCRATIC    
                                                                                  
                   GEORGE “BOB”
     ARMSTRONG
                               DEMOCRATIC

                            MICHAEL
             COLLINS
                               DEMOCRATIC

                          PATRICIA
              BARNDT
                               DEMOCRATIC

                              JOSEPH
           GRISANTI
                               DEMOCRATIC

                                 GARY
             CLIFTON
                               DEMOCRATIC

                                             STEVEN WELZER
PATRICIA ALESSANDRINI
                             GREEN PARTY                                         

HANK SCHROEDER
PATRICIA MOSCHELLA
                      ECONOMIC GROWTH                                         

                                            WILLIAM ARAUJO
 MARIA SALAMANCA
                    PEACE AND FREEDOM                                         

KENNETH R. KAPLAN
               BRENDA BELL
                      LIBERTARIAN PARTY                                         

                                                         JEFF BOSS
        ROBERT B. THORNE
                             NSA DID 911

                                                   DIANE W. SARE
                BRUCE TODD
                  GLASS-STEAGALL NOW                                         
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OFFICIAL GENERAL ELECTION    COUNTY OF OCEAN   NOVEMBER 5, 2013
CoUnTY 

of 
oCEan

OC
EAN

COUNTY

N EW J E R S

EY SCOTT M. COLABELLA, County Clerk

PUBLIC QUESTIONS TO BE VOTED UPON
STaTE QUESTIon no. 1

ConSTITUTIonaL amEnDmEnT To PERmIT monEY
fRom EXISTInG GamES of CHanCE To SUPPoRT VETERanS’ oRGanIZaTIonS

Do you approve amending the Constitution to allow veterans’ organizations to use money collected
from existing games of chance to support their organizations?

InTERPRETIVE STaTEmEnT
This amendment to the Constitution would allow veterans’ organizations to use the money collected

from existing games of chance (such as bingo, lotto or raffles) to support their organizations. At present,
the Constitution allows this money to be used only for educational, charitable, patriotic, religious or
public-spirited purposes. Currently, only senior citizen groups may use the money they collect from ex-
isting games of chance to support their groups.

  YES

 no

STaTE QUESTIon no. 2
ConSTITUTIonaL amEnDmEnT To SET a STaTE mInImUm WaGE 

WITH annUaL CoST of LIVInG InCREaSES
  Do you approve amending the State Constitution to set a State minimum wage rate of at least $8.25
per hour? The amendment also requires annual increases in that rate if there are annual increases in
the cost of living.

InTERPRETIVE STaTEmEnT
  This amendment to the State Constitution sets the State minimum wage at the level in effect under
current law, or $8.25 per hour, whichever is more. Cost of living increases would be added each year.
Also, if the federal minimum wage rate is raised above the State rate, the State rate would be raised to
match the federal rate. Future cost of living increases then would be added to that raised rate.
  

  YES

 no

J. mark mutter, municipal Clerk
Township of Toms River

Wendy L. Saxton
Board Secretary

Toms River Regional School District

WaRnInG
Do noT PRESS THE

‘CaST VoTE’ BUTTon
UnTIL YoU HaVE 

maDE aLL DESIRED 
SELECTIonS.

CaST VoTE
BUTTon

   Familiarize yourself with this
ballot and instructions. It will as-
sist you in voting, and save time
on Election Day. All voters who
can, should vote early in the
day and thus avoid the possibil-
ity of congestion and inconven-
ience to themselves and others
near the close of the polls.

POLLS OPEN 
BETWEEN 

6:00 A.M. AND 8:00 P.M.

Additional voter information will
be available in all polling locations

or visit:
www.elections.nj.gov

www.oceancountyclerk.com

             COLUMN F
TOMS RIVER REGIONAL

SCHOOL DISTRICT
(TOWNSHIP OF TOMS RIVER)

MEMBER OF THE 
BOARD OF EDUCATION

THREE YEaR TERm (VoTE foR onE)
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DIanE W. SaRE
Glass-Steagall Now 

The single most important policy initiative for the future of New Jersey is the reinstate-
ment of the original FDR-era Glass-Steagall Act. Both Governor Christie and President Barack
Obama, because of their loyalty to Wall Street, oppose this crucial action.

Glass-Steagall separates commercial from investment banking and would halt the
bailouts of Wall Street speculators, bankrupting them, as they should have been bankrupted
in 2007.

Once Wall Street is out of the way (preferably behind bars), the nation can take a page
from Paterson founder Alexander Hamilton, bankrupt the Federal Reserve, and return to a
Constitutional national bank and credit policy, with federal credit directed toward great public
works projects like NAWAPA XXI.

For the state of New Jersey, this would mean bringing our skilled work force out of re-
tirement to train a new generation of workers who would construct long overdue storm surge
barriers, as well as inland water management projects, build the ARC Tunnel, or its equivalent,
and begin construction on several new fourth generation nuclear power plants to supersede
Oyster Creek, which is being taken offline in 2019.

Part of the problem in finding young skilled workers today is that our nation has under-
gone a degeneration of culture. As a classically trained musician, I cannot emphasize enough
the importance of young people learning to develop their creativity through Classical music,
art and drama, as well as through replicating the scientific discoveries of the greatest geniuses
known to man, several of whom (Albert Einstein, Thomas Edison, Alexander Hamilton) lived
and worked in New Jersey.

For this reason I strongly oppose the so-called “Common Core Curriculum” which is
designed to destroy the creative powers of our youth and turn them into slave-labor, or worse,
and which test scores will be used to fire our most experienced and skilled teachers to replace
them with test administrators.

I have been a student and associate of Lyndon LaRouche, the most brilliant and accurate
economic forecaster on the planet, for 25 years. I know what I am talking about, and I know
that what I am proposing would restore prosperity and optimism to our state and our nation.

It has been 50 years since our last future-oriented leader, President John F. Kennedy
was assassinated. It is now time to return our nation and the State of New Jersey to their true
historical identity.

WILLIam aRaUJo
Peace and Freedom 

People say I am just an ordinary guy doing extraordinary things. Actually, I am a 
concerned citizen living in a state with a history of poor and costly decisions made by its 
government that we are all made to pay for, but also a state with potential.

I am not seeking a road to the White House nor seek to cut funding of the many good
programs and services that when managed right, actually serve the many needing them.
Though Latino, I did not select a humanitarian for over twenty years, Maria Del Pilar 
Salamanca, as my Lt. Governor, focusing exclusively on having the Latino vote in the 
upcoming election. Being your Governor means real transparency, more accountability, and
having a government that is not only efficient and effective on paper, but in actual balance
sheets that disclose every single item in state budgets in one easy to navigate website. Maria
and I have your interest and needs, as our first and foremost priorities.

Taxes having a 2% cap per year sounds great, but over 5 years alone, it means we pay
10% more than we did the first year of the 2% cap.

Senior Citizens more than ever see themselves returning to work after planned 
retirement, having difficulty with healthcare, and face abuse more than ever before. Being
your Governor, I will see to it that we improve and maintain a quality of life that our seniors
deserve.

Youth programs and services are vital to the future economics of our state, our com-
munities and our families. Investing in the most disadvantaged has made significant changes
in the lives of many minority families in our state. For the State of New Jersey to have the
best possible future with our youth, I seek to maximize the potential for all youth despite their
household yearly income, and it includes providing student loans at a very conservative cost.

Veterans are often forgotten and we can actually do more for them and their families.
Having a son in the Air Force, I understand first hand what many families of Veterans go
through. Veterans will be one of my top priorities as your Governor.

There have been significant changes to assist businesses throughout the state, but many
small business owners have not received what they need for growth. Hurricane Sandy helped
many employers, but many small businesses lost inventory and for some weeks closed to
their clientele. Not much was done to assist them to survive. With these businesses 
contributing positively to our inner cities and the communities they are in, we cannot afford
not to assist them responsibly.

Privatization of government is not the answer for cost efficiency, a truly efficient 
government is.

We all have a heart, what matters most is how we use it. On November 5, 2013 vote for
the one you feel may actually have what is needed for progress. Vote for William Araujo.

“United We Stand to Make New Jersey STRONGER.”

KEnnETH R. KaPLan
Libertarian Party

WHAT ARE LIBERTARIANS?
Libertarians believe strongly in individual liberty. We’re both socially tolerant and fiscally

responsible. Individuals should have broad discretion in their personal and business lives as
long as they don’t attack or defraud their neighbors.

Here are some specifics:

TAXES
New Jersey’s broad-based taxes (property, income, and sales) are out of control. We

need to move away from these broad-based taxes in favor of user fees. A user fee is simply
a fee paid for a service that is actually used. Funding services in that manner will result in
some services being performed by the private sector rather than by government. That will
make government smaller, and enable us to cut those taxes. It will also give individuals the
power to save money by not paying for services they don’t want or don’t need. The rate of the
income tax can be stepped down in tandem with each reduction in the size of government
until that tax vanishes. Then we can get to work reducing the sales tax.

MARIJUANA LEGALIZATION
This is an issue of personal freedom. Every adult should have the right to make his or

her own choices as to what to ingest—be it alcohol, marijuana, nicotine, or cherry pie. Al-
though marijuana is not yet legal for all New Jerseyans, we do have a medical marijuana law,
but Governor Christie has been a roadblock to its full implementation. All 6 allowed dispen-
saries need to be open, and those facilities should have discretion to grow more than just 2
varieties, and be able to distribute the drug in ingestible forms.

CHRISToPHER J. CHRISTIE
Republican 

When I asked for your vote four years ago, New Jersey was broken. Our government was bil-
lions of dollars in deficit and tens of billions of dollars in debt. 115 taxes and fees were hiked over
the prior eight years, making New Jersey the highest taxed state in the nation. Our citizens were so
lacking in optimism that only one in four New Jerseyans thought our state—the place where they
lived, were raising their children and taking care of their grandchildren—was moving in the right
direction.

I knew our state didn’t have to continue down that path. New Jersey is where I was born and
raised—I knew in my heart that our best days were not behind us, they were ahead of us. All we
needed to do was look each other in the eye and tell the truth about what needed to be done. We
needed to make government smaller, to lower taxes and cut spending, and to empower the private
sector to grow jobs again. We needed to work to deliver a quality education to every child in our
state, and we needed to break the cycle of abuse and corruption to restore faith in our government.
And that’s exactly what we have done.

In four years, we balanced four budgets without raising taxes and spend less today than Jon
Corzine spent six years ago. We brought together Republicans and Democrats to enact bold reforms
that many said were impossible to accomplish. We saved taxpayers $120 billion dollars over the
next 30 years by reforming our pension and health benefits system. We put a cap on property taxes
that has slowed tax growth to its lowest levels in 25 years. We cut taxes on small businesses to
unleash the private sector and create nearly 150,000 private sector jobs. We changed the way Tren-
ton operates from the outside in and have given you a government you can be proud of. We did all
of this because we stood up together in a bipartisan way to put New Jerseyans first. As a result,
today, most New Jerseyans believe we’re headed in the right direction.

I’m asking for your vote for a second term because we still have work to do to give our children
and grandchildren the same, great New Jersey life we’ve enjoyed. The challenge ahead of us is to
continue that momentum to make sure more and more people have that opportunity. We must
keep up with the hard, steady work of rebuilding our state from the worst natural disaster in our
history, Superstorm Sandy. And we must build on our record of reform by delivering hope for those
children trapped in failing schools, continuing to control costs to drive down property taxes, and
to deliver real, meaningful tax relief directly to families. Continuing to work together, we will keep
improving our state, getting the big things done, and making New Jersey a place you and your
children can be proud to call home.

HanK SCHRoEDER
Economic Growth

My name is Hank Schroeder. It is my honor and privilege to be able to write to you and
your family. There are many challenges facing our great state. The economic decline in the
past years has burdened our families and communities to a breaking point that has not been
seen since the great depression.

The structure of home life is threatened by part time jobs, low wages and no benefits.
The foundation of families and communities are crumbling fast. We see a lost generation of
23 to 50 year olds all moving home with their parents or grandparents unable to find full time
employment and basic benefits. These families find it difficult to find money for necessities
such as food, medications and simple Doctor’s visits once they pay their bills. This affects all
from the youngest to our seniors.

Very likely with these part time jobs, time off for family emergencies or medical needs
will result in termination of employment. Living with constant fear of losing your only means
to put food on the table and keep a roof over your head is very destructive to our families and
communities throughout this great state. That is why my focus is and shall remain on one
thing and one thing only, ECONOMIC GROWTH AND JOBS. Only thru Economic Growth will
New Jersey families and communities be saved.

The wealthy need to be able to take risks with investments to hire the unemployed people
of New Jersey. Allowing the middle class to prosper and spend to make those investments
worthwhile. Offering the lowest income population the confidence that their hard work ethics
will lead them to a living wage, allowing future generations to become part of the middle class.
The greatest gift we can give our children is a strong work ethic.

We need to rise above the pessimism that surrounds us. I feel a great civic value in the
need to make known the severity of our economic situation. There is nothing we cannot do.
The resources of New Jersey are great. We need a meaningfull work and family time balance.
We must strive towards a living wage to pay the bills with income left for tomorrow. This shall
be done with lower taxes and eliminating restrictions on small mom and pop businesses. Far
reaching incentives to bring trillions of dollars home to New Jersey, which U.S. corporations
now have overseas. They want to come home to New Jersey!

The voters of New Jersey are hungry for a political statement so the can will stop being
kicked down the road. I ask you and thank you in advance for your vote.

JEffREY BoSS
NSA Did 911 

I am a whistleblower on the National Security Agency. I was in a meeting in March of
2001 in DC, with a family member who was top highest clearance in the NSA. This NSA agent
was helping Ramsi Yousef in March of 2001 (Ramsi Yousef was responsible for the 1993
bombing at the World Trade Center) call his uncle Khalid Sheikh Mohammed (considered the
mastermind of the 911 attacks), from the NSA secret prison in Alexandria, Virginia. Ramsi
Yousef was supposed to be serving a life sentence in Florence, Colorado, but the NSA had
him moved to Virginia to help the NSA arrange the 911 attacks. This NSA agent was providing
phone cards and other help to Ramsi Yousef to call the 911 hijackers, and help arrange the
911 attacks. This NSA agent was talking about flying 12 planes into buildings on the same
day. I never heard the dates or names of the buildings. But on September 10, 2001, I was
told to go to a new office in the World Trade Center on September 11, 2001. I was yelled at
by 4 supervisors not to be late. I was late. It was my first day at the WTC. The NSA knew that
after that I would know they arranged the attack, and the NSA wanted me dead! Since then, I
have had numerous assassination attempts, including 8 car bombs. By creating a culture of
fear the NSA has passed the Patriot Act. Now every phone call, e mail, TV, and computer is
being used to spy on everyone. Everyone is being watched all the time by the NSA. Our Civil
liberties, Constitution, and Democracy are gone. The NSA is so scared of my story, and the
truth being told that tens of thousands I have campaigned to have been threatened with death
if they vote for me, donate money, or tell anyone my story after they got my campaign litera-
ture. I now have over 300+ people on DVD saying they were threatened and given $20,000
from the NSA to keep quiet. I have over 40+ affidavits from people saying the same thing. I
have over 20+ U.S. Army servicemen in uniform on DVD saying they were threatened with
death by the NSA if they told anyone. I even have Al Gore confirming the NSA did the 911 at-
tacks using a NSA secret code. I have been on the ballot in the past for President (2008,
2012), U.S. Senate, Congress, and Governor of NJ (16,000+ votes). The NSA blocks my story
from being told in the media. My telephone calls, and website are being blocked or altered by
the NSA. I have filed 25 complaints at the FBI and U.S. Attorney’s office with no response.
The NSA agents in these agencies block my complaints.

Things I’ll do as Governor: $14.00 minimum wage; Legalize Marijuana; no killing at the
animal shelters; Free internet college-all degrees; Meadowlands casino. I support the Unions.

Vote for Jeff Boss and take back America. www.JeffbossforNJgovernor.com or
www.Bossforsenate.com.

Dear Registered Voter: 

   The New Jersey Campaign Contributions and Expenditures Reporting Act (N.J.S.A. 19:44A-37) provides that a statement, not exceeding
500 words, from each candidate for election to the office of Governor, who wishes a statement mailed on his or her behalf, shall be mailed
with the sample ballots for the 2013 general election to each registered voter in this State to assist the voters in making their determination
among the candidates.  Attached herewith are statements from the candidates for Governor in the 2013 general election who chose to submit
such statements.

New Jersey Election Law Enforcement Commission

GUN RIGHTS
The right to keep and bear arms is just as important as freedom of the press, freedom

of speech, freedom of assembly, and freedom of religion. They are all guaranteed in the Bill
of Rights, and must be guarded with equal vigor.

MARRIAGE EQUALITY
This is a civil rights issue. All New Jersey couples should enjoy the same rights and the

same access to federal benefits. Same sex couples should be allowed to marry in New Jer-
sey.

EDUCATION
Public education is failing in many districts, and is unfair to taxpayers who have no chil-

dren or who home school or send their children to private or religious schools. Privatization
of education, whereby diverse schools, supported by tuition payments instead of taxes, would
compete for students, will force schools to improve their quality and efficiency or lose en-
rollment to those that do. Vouchers can be a useful transitional tool to give parents more
choices immediately.

ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES
NJ has an unfair system of allocating a limited number of liquor licenses. We should

allow the free market to determine how many businesses sell package goods or serve alcohol.
I have a plan that would allow that to happen, while compensating existing license owners
for their license investments out of fees paid by their newly permitted competitors.

More information: visit www.kaplanforgovernor.com
Also see https://www.facebook.com/Kaplan4Gov and www.njlp.org
Take the World’s Smallest Political Quiz and see where you stand:

http://www.theadvocates.org/quizp/index.html

STEVEn WELZER
Green Party 

The long-time dominance of the two establishment parties has left us facing an ecological
crisis and an economic crisis. That certainly argues for shaking up the status quo! Our political
system must be opened up to more voices and more choices. The Democrats and Republicans
could use some competition! They’re failing to address some of the most pressing issues of
our times.

ECOLOGY: More than superficial change is needed. We must protect the earth for future
generations. Creative solutions are needed which will allow us to live well without destroying
our environment or our social cohesion. As a priority, New Jersey must re-join the Regional
Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). We should ban hydrofracking and prevent frack waste from
being disposed of in our state. The aging Oyster Creek nuclear facility is a danger to us all and
should be shut down!

ECONOMY: The unemployment rate in New Jersey is unacceptably high. The Green 
Party proposes creating jobs through a “Green New Deal” program. Rather than funding tax in-
centives for large corporations, we should be funding jobs that could help us achieve a sustain-
able economy by focusing on areas such as renewable energy, green retrofits for residential and
commercial buildings, expanded and improved mass transit, promotion of organic agriculture.
Our economic well-being shouldn’t be dependent upon federal or state bailouts! We could revi-
talize community life by having more of our tax dollars go toward supporting our local
economies.

SOCIAL JUSTICE: It’s a scandal that disparities of wealth and income have become so ex-
treme. Gov. Christie showed his priorities when he fought against the “millionaires tax” (a special
surcharge on incomes above one million dollars) and then turned around and vetoed the pro-
posed increase in the minimum wage. Enacting a more progressive income tax could enable us
to lower property taxes, restore the recent education cuts, and fund state-level comprehensive
Single Payer health care.

TOWARD THE GREENING OF THE GARDEN STATE: We should be developing a statewide
Sustainability Plan with tangible goals and timetables. The greatest obstacle we face is how the
government in Trenton responds to the needs of the big corporations rather than to well-known
guidelines for environmental sanity or to the needs of “the 99%” (the majority of citizens).

Gubernatorial candidate Steven Welzer, of East Windsor, was a founding member of the
Green Party of New Jersey. He has run for US Congress and State Assembly and has served on
the Steering Committee of the Green Party of the United States. A lifelong resident of New Jersey,
Steve holds a Masters degree in Economics from Rutgers University. Lt. Governor candidate
Patricia Alessandrini, of Teaneck, has run for State Assembly, County Freeholder, and US Con-
gress. Last year she received the highest vote total ever for a Green candidate running for the
House of Representatives.

Green politics focuses on ecology and community. The Republicans and Democrats focus
on fundraising and business-as-usual. Send a message that you’d like to see the growth of a
new political alternative. Vote Green in ’13!


